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Outline
General Picture

Effective Operators beyond SM at CEPC (TGC as 
an example) 

Simplified model examples of CEPC/SPPC

Tree Level & Loop effects; the RG running and 
operator mixing between different operators. 

One loop CDE calculation: Electroweakino 
contributes to Higgs strahlung

Summary:



Why Effective 
Operators at the lepton 

colliders?



CEPC
Circular e^+ e^- collider with center 

of mass energy 240 GeV

Fixed energy: EFT is always valid.

General model independent parametrization & 
categorization.

Simply map to the lepton collider measurements

What we use effective operators?



CEPC
Cicular e^+ e^- collider with center of 

mass energy 240 GeV

EW precision

Tri-gauge boson precision

Higgs precision

What can it go beyond the LEP?



CEPC

Underlying 
Models

Simplified 
Models

Effective 
Operators

CEPC 
Observables

Models with 
new 

symmetries, 
dynamics to 
the interpret 

EWSB, 
naturalness, 

etc.

Just some 
new 

particles, or 
some strong 

dynamics

Total cross 
section, angle 
distributions, 

etc 

Many 
operators



Effective Operators 
Beyond SM (TGC 

example)



Operators beyond SM
There are 81 operators up to dimension 6, 
including one dimension 5 operator which 

gives the neutrino mass (Weinberg operator)  

For the 80 d=6 operators,  e.o.m. and CP 
conserving would reduce this number  

Flavor diagonal, no B-violating.

Let’s see what an electron collider 
can do for those operators before 

Higgs discovery



Operators beyond SM

Independent observables related to LEP I, II



Bosonic fields

95% C. L.

Famous S, T parameter



Tri-gauge boson at LEP
In the Hagiwara-Peccei-Zeppenfeld-Hikasa basis

Only the 1st line is C and P conserving
Five independent variables:

The W boson charge 
suggest                .g1,� = 1

Unfortunately, poorly measured at LEP 
because the lack of data



Tri-gauge boson at LEP
Up to D=6 level, in the SILH basis, 

The first one is constrained by the S parameter, 

Three independent variables:



Kinematics

Five differential variables:

(�, �1, �2,⇥1,⇥2)

Production amplitude

D: W decay matrix

C: Coupling coefficients



Sensitivity:

Multi-variable methods:

BDT methods (will be used soon)

Previous LEP only use theta

In principle, one would get five independent 
histograms to discriminate S and Bs:

At the lepton collider, the reducible 
backgrounds of WW is less than 5% after cuts

Summing over different bins 
for 5 distributions

leptonic or semi-leptonic



Linear Differential Sensitivity

10^-3 ~ 10^-4

Two orders 
improvements

5 ab^-1

L-g. Bian, J. S, Y-c. Zhang, 
JHEP 1509 (2015) 206



Individual sensitivity

In most cases, 
scattering angle and 
azimuthal angles are 

most sensitive

L-g. Bian, J. S, Y-c. Zhang, 
JHEP 1509 (2015) 206



Systematics?

Leptonic and semi-leptonic backgrounds are small 

(full backgrounds simulation in semi-leptonic using whizard)

Precision W mass. 3 MeV at CEPC

Beam energy uncertainty. 10ppm ~ 1 MeV

Detector simulation and radiative corrections are roughly at 
the same order. (ILC notes) 

< 10^{-4} in general, OK!
Notice if one includes the calculation 
uncertainties from Monta Carlo, the 

systematic uncertainties can be bigger



2D plot for CEPC



TGC Comparision

Improve more than two orders of 
magnitude at the CEPC L-g. Bian, J. S, Y-c. Zhang, 

JHEP 1509 (2015) 206



Why tri-gauge boson ?

Why learning the tri-gauge boson coupling 
is important?

Our current super-simplified EW constraints (S, T) are based on the 
facts that tri-gauge boson coupling are poorly measured!

Fermion gauge boson corrections arise very common in 
new physics models (a Z’ model)



EW & TGC Interplay



EW & TGC Interplay

one sigma

Examples of how CEPC observables 
constraint operators L-g. Bian, J. S, Y-c. Zhang, 

JHEP 1509 (2015) 206



Effective Operators in 
the simplified models at 

the CEPC



Operators beyond SM

Practically, this is more complicated since we need 
to consider redundant operators for convenience.  

Consider a simple case where one integrate out a 
vector SU(2)_L triplet in MCHM.

The first two terms are 
related with the S parameter, 

W & Y can be rewrite using 
the e.o.m. of the gauge fields



Operators beyond SM
But certainly we can do those e.o.m. and generate too 

many independent operators to do the constrain:

Therefore, one should include all the redundant 
operators for the fits

CP conserving 
bosonic 

operators



The CHM

In the CCWZ formulism of MCHM, integrating out the heavy 
spin one vector meson “rho” and axi-vector meson “a”

rho contributes 
to S, W,  Y

a contributes 
to -S, TGC

One loop diagram not finished D. Liu, J. S, in progress



Real singlet for EWPT

Tree Level:

One loop:



EW scalar doublet (Stop)



Tree-loop level 
contributions & RG 

running effects:



Operators beyond SM

Can have both tree and 
loop results at the UV

RG running: one loop UV 
operators contribute to 

IR (weak scale) operators

Future CEPC makes it just 
like B, flavor physics

Weak scale operators 
maps to the Observable.



A general coding:

All bosonic operators



Han & Skiba basis

Han & 
Skiba basis



Use E.O.M. to change basis



RG Runnings

Running effect



Vector fermion example



Vector fermion example

EW + Higgs fit Future EW + Higgs fit

Blue is the one with RG running



  Electroweakino and 
Higgs Strahlung:



Difficult Electrowino Search

Without 
sleptons, 

very difficult  
even for 

mass splitting 
< mZ



Difficult Electrowino Search

Without 
sleptons, 

very 
difficult  
even for 

moderate 
mass 

splitting



Difficult Electrowino Search

Without 
sleptons, 

very 
difficult  
even for 

moderate 
mass 

splitting



Searches with Soft Leptons

Seems there are some 
sensitivities now



Indirect Search Still Hard
If degenerate, then it is just way too difficult 

(even comparing with stops)

Unlike stops, this is even 
much difficult in EWPT 

indirect constrains / searches 

Stops has large effect on the 
Higgs production rate at the 

hardon colliders Only measurable at 
lepton colliders!!!

Electroweakinos are in 
general much more 
degenerate, small 
contribution to T 

Electroweakinos only 
has small contributions



The CDE methods

The Covariant Derivative Expansion Methods is good 
since one obtained ALL operators by integrating out 

heavy particles in an expansion of p/M

The one-loop Higgs effective theory can be 
calculated through the Covariant Derivative 

Expansion (CDE) methods or the direct Feymann 
diagram calculations.

This is more important unlike old times we need to 
calculate S & T 



The results 

gaugino unification

Higgs constrains

EW precision 

Combined results in 
the region plot 

Only use the total 
ZH production

H-y Han, R. Huo, M-y. Jiang, J. S, in progressNeed to combine TGC

Angles 
not so 
useful



The results

At high energies, the Higgs strahlung 
became much more constraining Need to calculate Loops



Electroweak 

dominate operators



Summary

EFT is the perfect bridge to connect the underlying theory with the 
lepton precision collider observables

CEPC experimental TDR will tells us how well they can measure on 
various observables, which constrain those BSM operators (TGC as a 
good example)

Operators will then maps into simplified models  

Simplified models tells us physics (Higgs self-couplings and EW phase 
transition, etc, CW Higgs potential; Vector mesons and CHMs, etc)

We can even learn something unique: degenerate electroweakinos


